
To: The Select Committee on Wind Turbines  

Subject: Submission regarding Senate inquiry into Wind Turbines 

From: Ketan Joshi  

Via email  

Committee,  

Thank you for the opportunity to submit information regarding a large range of issues around wind 
turbine technology. I am currently employed as a Research and Communications officer at Infigen 
Energy, an Australian specialist renewable energy company operating wind farm and solar assets. I 
am sending this submission in my personal capacity, not as a representative of my employers. All 
remarks are my own, not my colleagues or my company.  

I suspect many of the issues raised in the Terms of Reference will be addressed in some detail among 
other submissions and during your hearings. As such, I wish to bring to your attention a separate 
issue under ‘i. any related matter’. This relates to anonymously published abuse of Australian wind 
industry employees, through a web-based carriage service.  

Since late 2013, a raft of content has been published anonymously on ‘Stop These Things’ which aims 
to bully and abuse employees in the wind industry. Some of it consists of racial abuse directed at 
myself, or abuse of wind industry employees suffering from clinical depression.  

The anonymous group organised a rally in 2013, at which several prominent politicians and 
commentators spoke. These included Senator Chris Back, Senator Ron Boswell, Angus Taylor, Senator 
John Madigan, Craig Kelly MP, Alan Jones and Dr Alan Moran.  

Though the debate around wind turbines may, on occasion, grow heated and passionate, no other 
group or individual comes close to the cruelty of ‘Stop These Things’. No author is listed on the site, 
and no individual has ever claimed authorship of the abusive content on the blog. The anonymous 
author dehumanises its victims through the use of cruel nicknames, such as ‘Rogan Joshi’ for myself – 
a play on my skin colour and Indian cuisine, or ‘Richard Die Nasty’, a threatening, violent play on 
Senator Richard Di Natale’s name.  

Anonymity is a useful tool for whistle-blowers, journalists and activists in exposing corruption and 
wrongdoing. ‘Stop These Things’ has used anonymity to directly publish content designed to cause 
emotional and psychological harm. I hope this information inspires the committee to take seriously 
the publication of large amount of harmful material on this website.  

Below is a small collection of examples. Comments on the side are moderated such that remarks 
supportive of wind power are deleted, but direct threats of physical abuse are published. To the best 
of my knowledge, 100% of the content below remains on the website.  

Please feel free to contact me at   
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2013-05-13 – Author recommends a pro-wind blogger commit suicide 

 

2013-05-13 – Commenter threatens violence 

 

2013-05-25 – Commenter recommends hanging wind industry employees 
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2013-07-03 – Commenter recommends ‘heads roll off’  

 

2013-07-13 – Commenter threatens physical acts of harm towards wind industry employees 
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2013-07-28 – Abuse of wind industry employee (he was diagnosed with clinical depression, acting 
as spokesperson for Beyond Blue in the article linked in the comment) 
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2013-08-11 – Racist nickname coined, used whenever I am referred to  

 

 

2013-09-11 – Author again names wind blogger by name, recommends he commit suicide 

 

 

2013-11-30 – Author publishes death threat direct at wind industry employees  
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2014-02-10 – Commenter recommends legalisation of acts of physical harm on wind industry 
employees  

 

 

2014-05-06 – Commenter threatens to commit act of violence on wind energy blogger 
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2014-12-06 – Commenter discusses ‘doing something serious (permanent)’ to wind industry 
employees and political representatives support of wind power 

 

2015-03-09 – Commenters adopt the author’s nicknames for Senator Di Natale 
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